CLASSIFICATION OF HEMATOXYLIN AND EOSIN IMAGES USING LOCAL BINARY PATTERNS AND 1-D SIFT ALGORITHM
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ABSTRACT

In this paper, Hematoxylin and Eosin (H&E) stained liver images are classified by using both Local Binary Patterns (LBP) and one dimensional SIFT (1-D SIFT) algorithm. In order to obtain more meaningful features from the LBP histogram, a new feature vector extraction process is implemented for 1-D SIFT algorithm. LBP histograms are extracted with different approaches and concatenated with color histograms of the images. It is experimentally shown that with the proposed approach, it is possible to classify the H&E stained liver images with the accuracy of 88%.
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1. INTRODUCTION

As a lethal disease, cancer affects many people around the globe. According to the World Cancer Report published in 2014 [1], approximately 14 million people experience this disease every year and 8 million patients have died because of it. Namely, “Cancer” is a general term for malignant tumors. These rapid growing abnormal tumors invades different tissues and organs in time. This process is called metastatic invasion. Since this invasion is the one of the major reasons of the deaths, observing its level is important.

The level of metastasis can be graded by a pathologist under a microscope with the help of certain tissue stains. This staining process helps to reveal the related parts and makes the cancerous cells distinguishable under the microscope. Hematoxylin and Eosin (H&E) staining is a commonly used procedure to this end. It is possible to observe cancer cells in a tissue stained with H&E staining. However, investigating tissues under a microscope is a time consuming process. In order to aid the pathologist while working with H&E stained tissues, computer based algorithms and tools are developed [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. Also computer programs such as ImageJ [8] and Fiji [9] are also being used by the pathologist due to their successful built in machine learning tools.

As a robust and famous algorithm the Local Binary Patterns (LBP) [10] constructs a histogram which reveals the important information about the patterns. It has been used in many pattern recognition, classification and tracking applications and proven to be a powerful method [11, 12, 13, 14]. On the other hand, as a novel algorithm 1-D SIFT is first implemented for merging the similar super pixels [15]. Later in [16], it is extended with feature vector extraction process and shown that it can be used in classification applications.

In this paper, we combined both LBP and 1-D SIFT algorithms together. Our aim here is to classify the normal and cancerous H&E stained liver tissue images. Additionally, a new feature extraction approach for 1-D SIFT algorithm is implemented and used for same purpose. The outline of this paper is as follows. In section 2, a brief information about both LBP and 1-D SIFT algorithm is given with the explanation of the new feature extraction process. Section 3 presents the conducted experiments and resulting classification accuracies.

2. CLASSIFICATION OF HEMATOXYLIN AND EOSIN (H&E) STAINED IMAGES

2.1. Local Binary Patterns

Local Binary Pattern (LBP) algorithm is a famous descriptor used in pattern recognition and classification applications. It was first described in 1996 in [10]. Since then it is used in many applications and proven to be a powerful and robust algorithm.

As it is shown in Figure 1 the LBP algorithm thresholds the neighboring pixels according to center pixels gray value. Later a decimal number is obtained and from these decimal numbers a histogram is constructed. This histogram and the decimal numbers tells us many things about the pattern like spots, corners, edges etc. As an extension to the basic LBP, the uniform LBP patterns introduced in [17]. A LBP code is said to be uniform if and only if its decimal code has at most two transitions. While constructing the uniform LBP histogram each uniform LBP has its own bin and the all other non uniform LBP codes are inserted in the same bin. By using the uniform LBP codes, it is possible to achieve shorter histogram while having rotation invariant representation of the
pattern. Furthermore, LBP histograms can be extracted from the grids on the image. Later, these sub histograms concatenated together and form the main histogram. With this approach spatial information about the pattern is added to the LBP histogram [18].

### 2.2. One Dimensional Scale Invariant Feature Transform (1-D SIFT) Algorithm

One Dimensional Scale Invariant Feature Transform (1-D SIFT) algorithm is implemented as a dimensional extension of SIFT algorithm and used in merging similar super pixels [15]. However, in [15], steps like key point detection, feature vector extraction and matching weren’t implemented. In [16] 1-D SIFT algorithm is expanded to incorporate these steps and used for classification of Hematoxylin and Eosin (H&E) stained images.

In SIFT [19], identical key points are extracted from images after filtering them with 2-D difference of Gaussian filters. On the other hand in 1-D SIFT algorithm, key points are extracted using color histograms. Similar to the SIFT algorithm, in 1-D SIFT approach, difference of Gaussian (DoG) filters are used. Instead of using the image itself, color histogram of the image is filtered with 1-D DoG filters. After constructing the octaves both local minima and extrema points are determined in each level. If it is possible to backtrack an extrema or a minima location from coarsest level to the highest level, that location is taken as a key point. Later on the gradient values of the main color histogram is extracted. With these gradient values a feature vector is created. Thus we will be representing the image with many feature vectors where their number is equal to the number of key points extracted. In Figure 2, the feature vector extraction process for the 1-D SIFT algorithm is graphically explained. Key point locations are shown with a red dots on the 32-binned RGB histogram. For the keypoint at index 120 the gradient values are paired together and according to their signs and their magnitudes placed into feature vector. The negative values are summed and inserted into the first element where positive ones are also summed and placed into the second element of the feature vector. Thus, a feature vector with four pairs is constructed. In addition to the this feature extraction process, a new feature extraction approach is also followed. As we mentioned before the LBP histogram contains important information about edges, spots etc. Thus instead of taking the gradient magnitudes we simply took the histogram magnitudes itself in feature vector construction. This mod update for the 1-D SIFT algorithm is called Magnitude 1-D SIFT (M-1-D SIFT) algorithm.

### 3. EXPERIMENTAL APPROACHES AND RESULTS

Our data set contains 454 H&E stained liver images which are taken from 56 different patients. 270 of these samples are from the patients which diagnosed with cancer and other 184 images are from healthy patients. These images are bought from Biomax [20] and acquired with 20x magnification where the size of the images chosen as 300x300 pixels.

In Figure 3, H&E stained liver tissue images are shown. As it can be seen from the Figure 3 that there is an obvious
Fig. 3. H&E stained liver cancerous (a-b) and normal (c) images.

pattern difference in between normal and cancerous images but some similarities are also exists. Thus, we conduct different experiments to reveal these differences:

- Experiment I: The uniform LBP histogram of the image is extracted by using grid approach without weights [14]. Then, we used 1-D SIFT feature vector extraction process.

- (Experiment II): The uniform LBP histogram is again obtained with grid approach without weights but feature vectors are extracted with M-1-D SIFT algorithm.

- (Experiment III): In this experiment, the best color histogram combination for H&E image classification given in [16] is combined with Uniform LBP histogram which extracted with grid approach. Feature vectors are again constructed with M-1-D SIFT method.

- (Experiment IV): Lastly, the same procedure in experiment III is applied but now instead of using grid approach the uniform LBP histogram is extracted from the whole image itself.

Classification accuracies of the conducted experiments are obtained by using the Keypoint Matching (KM) and Efficient Nearest Neighbor Indexing (ENNI) methods presented in [19]. During the experiments we used VLfeat implementations of these algorithms [21]. In the classification process we exclude the all other images of the same patient out of the data set. Later, the extracted feature vectors are compared with the other feature vectors in the data sets by using KM and ENNI algorithms. During the decision process, the KM algorithm uses the first two nearest results which gives the closes euclidean distance. Note that, as in SIFT algorithm, the distance between best two results taken as least 0.8. On the other hand, the ENNI algorithm uses a modified decision tree approach. It starts the search from the nearest bin. After we obtained all class decisions for each feature vector in a given image, a majority voting is conducted in order to get final class decision (normal or cancerous) for the image.

Table 1. Keypoint Matching (KM) and Efficient Nearest Neighbor Indexing (ENNI) Classification Accuracies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>KM (%)</th>
<th>ENNI (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experiment I</td>
<td>77.97</td>
<td>77.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment II</td>
<td>79.95</td>
<td>79.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment III</td>
<td>82.15</td>
<td>82.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment IV</td>
<td>88.12</td>
<td>88.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Table 1 the resulting classification accuracies are given. As it is shown in Table 1 that, M-1-D SIFT approach gives better results than non-modified version. Since there are some color differences between the normal and cancerous images, adding color histograms to LBP histograms greatly increased the success of the experiments.

4. CONCLUSION

In this work, we expand our previously implemented 1-D SIFT algorithm with the new M-1-D SIFT feature extraction approach. It is shown that the both methods are compatible with different LBP histograms. It is experimentally proven that with the use of presented approaches, it is possible to classify the H&E stained liver tissue images with 88% accuracy. As a future work we are planning to use different types of LBP histograms and conduct additional experiments and further extend the M-1-D SIFT feature extraction process.
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